Pack4U’s High-Tech Pharmacies Serve Only Pharmacies

By separating packaging fulfillment from clinical services, pharmacists have more time for active patient engagement.

Company Background
Pack4U is the first central fill in North America to serve independent pharmacies. Operations in Canada and the USA provide on-demand, cost-effective filling of multi-dose strip packaging to pharmacies in Ontario and 14 states. Pack4U franchise locations form a network to support the rapid deployment of digital health services at the scale required by payers and care providers.

Product Overview
Pack4U sets a new standard for every pharmacy by providing:
- Centralized filling of patient-ready adherence packaging.
- The time pharmacists need for active patient engagement.

Features & Options
Use Pack4U to Innovate, Grow, and Accelerate Your Business
- Quickly and cost-effectively offer short-cycle, multi-dose strip packaging.
- Additional volume from Spencer and MyMedTimes patients.
- Medication Therapy Management (MTM) services.

Putting Technology to Work for You
- We connect in real-time through interactive dashboards to optimize workflow.
- Electronic auditing ensures every order is accurate and complete by tracking and reconciling what should be vs. what has been packaged.
- Full chain of custody is maintained with dose-level inventory tracking, from the orders placed with your wholesaler through to your patients using digital health services to improve the way they take their meds.
- Let us pack for you — high-quality, patient-ready adherence packaging at the lowest possible cost — so that you can focus on active patient engagement.
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